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About this document 
The Mission-Critical Converged Infrastructure is the foundation for the next decade of computing. The newest line 
of HP Integrity systems combines years of trusted HP Integrity resiliency with HP BladeSystem efficiencies. The 
HP Mission-Critical Converged Infrastructure creates an ecosystem with four key objectives: 

• Simplify and unify IT: with a common, modular architecture from x86 to Superdome 2 

• Always-on resiliency: a secure and reliable infrastructure from CPU to solution 

• Dynamic optimization: integrated management and virtualization to optimally scale resources 

• Investment protection and stability: sustained innovation, decades of support life, and compelling value 

Specifically, this document provides an introduction and description of the N-Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) feature as 
supported by HP Integrity Virtual Machines (VMs). A feature description, benefits and limitations, steps necessary to 
use the feature, and some configuration recommendations are provided. 

It is recommended that the HP Integrity VM Administrator Guide and Release Notes, available at 
www.hp.com/go/hpux-hpvm-docs, be read before configuring VMs with NPIV. 

Intended audience 
This document is intended for system and storage administrators responsible for setting up and provisioning storage 
for HP Integrity VMs. Administrators should be familiar with HP Integrity VM and how to install operating systems and 
applications on VMs. 

An introduction to NPIV 
Starting with HP-UX vPars version 6.0, and the HP Integrity VM version 4.3, January 2012 patch release, 
HP introduces a new feature based on the NPIV technology, a feature provided by the Fibre Channel Protocol.  

NPIV allows creation of multiple virtual Fibre Channel ports (VFCs) over one physical Fibre Channel (PFC) port on a 
VM host. Each of these virtual ports should be created with a unique World Wide Name (WWN) to identify it, just 
like the unique embedded WWN by which a physical port is identified. 

The NPIV feature is about creating such virtual ports over a physical port on the host and then allocating them as 
resources to the guests. This means that the resource that gets added to the VM is a virtual Host Bus Adapter 
commonly referred as a virtual HBA (vHBA) or “NPIV HBA”. The VM then discovers targets and LUNs behind the 
vHBA using the same mechanism that is used on a standalone system to discover targets and LUNs behind a physical 
HBA. As in the case of a standalone system, a VM using NPIV automatically discovers new targets and LUNs behind 
the vHBA. 

With NPIV, VMs can support two kinds of device—legacy shared I/O using the HP AVIO technology (AVIO LUNs), 
and the targets and LUNs seen via the vHBAs (NPIV HBAs). (In this paper, disks, DVDs, and tape drives that are 
attached via Fibre Channel are all referred to as “LUNs”.) 

Unlike legacy-shared storage, the NPIV LUNs need not be visible by the host and therefore, the LUNs that the VM 
sees behind the vHBA can be managed and provisioned the same way as on a standalone system. Note that NPIV 
devices can co-exist with legacy AVIO devices in the same VM. (See the Limitations chapter, below). 

http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-hpvm-docs
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Figure 1. NPIV Presentation (two VMs, both with vHBAs) 

 

 
Here, the host has a single physical Fibre Channel HBA with p-WWN as its WWN. Assume the LUNs D1-D6 exist 
behind this physical Fibre Channel HBA. Using the NPIV feature, two virtual Fibre Channel ports with WWNs v-WWN1 
and v-WWN2 are created and assigned to VMs V1 and V2 respectively. 

Using zoning on the Fibre Channel switch and/or LUN masking on the storage device, the LUNs D1 to D6 behind the 
physical Fibre Channel HBA can be selectively presented to the VMs and the host. In this case, V1 has access to 
LUNs D3 and D4 while V2 has access to LUNs D5 and D6. LUNs D1 and D2 are accessible to the host as well as 
both of the VMs. 
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Benefits of NPIV 
This chapter lists few benefits of attaching storage through NPIV: 

• Storage Isolation 
With legacy shared (AVIO) storage, it is required that the host has access to all the storage that will be presented 
to the VMs. With NPIV, the targets and LUNs are discovered by the VM directly as soon as a vHBA is created. 
These LUNs need not be accessible or even visible to the host. 

In a non-virtual environment, when a LUN is presented to a system, its access can be controlled by LUN masking at 
the array or zoning on the SAN—both are based on the unique WWN associated with the physical HBA on the 
system. The same can be achieved with NPIV HBAs when the storage or SAN administrator uses LUN masking or 
zoning to restrict access—these actions can be done based on the virtual WWN (vWWN) associated with the 
vHBA. This allows for storage isolation between the VMs and the host, even when they are sharing the same 
physical HBA. 

Storage isolation also provides: 
– Security 

The NPIV LUNs assigned to the VM are visible only to it. There is no risk of an application on the host or another 
virtual environment accessing or overwriting the contents on these devices. 

– Ease of storage provisioning 

NPIV storage presentation doesn’t have to be a two-step process (first presenting the LUNs to the host and then 
assigning each one to the VMs). This differentiates it from legacy AVIO storage. 
With vHBAs, storage provisioning for a VM is the same as for a standalone system. 

– Traceability of storage to VMs 

With legacy AVIO devices, the VMs use storage that is either internal to the host or connected to the host over 
the SAN. Since all the I/Os from the VMs and the host share the same physical HBA, the existing tools for SAN 
diagnostics and usage monitoring do not have VM or application-level traceability. 

This is not the case with NPIV. Here, there is a dedicated virtual connection between the VMs and the SAN 
storage they use. 

• Support for applications that need un-virtualized visibility to storage devices 
There are many applications—such as Clustering, Symantec Storage Foundation (Enclosure Based Naming and 
DMP), and SAN and storage management applications that cannot operate with a virtualized view of storage. 
With NPIV, the VM operating system and applications have un-virtualized access to the LUNs discovered behind 
the vHBA, thus enabling a host of applications.  
There are some management applications like HP Replication Solutions Manager and HP Storage Essentials that 
have a dependency on Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) API support, in addition to un-virtualized 
access to the storage. SNIA support for NPIV LUNs is provided. 

• Quality of Service  
With NPIV, applications running in the VMs can have service-level agreements assigned to them, and the host and 
the VM drivers help ensure that these are honored by propagating them down the stack. 

HP QoS is available with the HP XP24000 Disk Array. For more information about the array, please see 
www.hp.com/go/xp24000.  

• SAN and storage chargeback 
Since NPIV allows each VM to have its own dedicated access to the set of storage assigned to it, SAN and storage 
chargeback software can track the resources used by the VM using the WWN associated with the vHBAs. 

• Easier migration 
HP Integrity VM supports online migration from one host to another. Prior to attempting an online migration, the 
SAN/storage administrator has to ensure that the target host also has access to the required backing stores. With 
NPIV, online migration is easier because the vHBA and its vWWN moves with the VM to the new host. The storage 
and SAN administrator need to only ensure that there is SAN connectivity between the target host and the storage 
devices for online migrations to work seamlessly. 

http://www.hp.com/go/xp24000
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• Multipath capability in the VM 
With NPIV, the administrator can now add multiple virtual HBA resources and configure each of them to see the same 
set of LUNs. This allows for multipathing in the VM, analogous to what can be achieved on standalone systems. 

NPIV dependencies and prerequisites 

Software dependencies 
NPIV support is available for HP Integrity VM 4.3, January 2012 patch release. See the patch release notes at 
www.hp.com/go/hpux-hpvm-docs.  

Hardware dependencies 
This functionality requires a hardware I/O stack, which explicitly supports NPIV from the HBAs, through the 
interconnect modules and SAN fabric and on to the individual Fibre Channel devices. The supported HBAs include, 
but may not be limited to: 

• QLogic QMH2562 8 Gb FB HBA for HP BladeSystem C-Class (451871-B21) 

• HP single-port 8 Gb PCIe Fibre Channel HBA (AH400A) 

• HP dual-port 8 Gb PCIe Fibre Channel HBA (AH401A) 

Supported I/O Interconnect Modules include but may not be limited to: 

• HP BLc Virtual Connect 8 Gb 24-Port Fibre Channel Module for c-Class BladeSystem (466482-B21)  

• HP BLc Virtual Connect 8 Gb 20-Port Fibre Channel Module for c-Class BladeSystem (572018-B21) 

• HP BLc 4 Gb Virtual Connect Fibre Channel Module for c-Class BladeSystem (409513-B22) 

For the SAN fabric, please refer to your vendor’s documentation to determine support. HP supports NPIV with its 
4 GB and 8 GB SAN switches. 

The information provided here represents what was verified at the time of writing. For updated information regarding 
supported hardware, please see the HP Integrity VM website at www.hp.com/go/integrityvm and the latest 
HP Integrity VM Release Notes, or contact HP Support. 

Verifying that the host can support NPIV 
Before creating a vHBA, it is recommended that the administrator check the physical HBAs on the system to verify that 
they support NPIV. The fcmsutil command can do this check. Run this command on a host Fibre Channel HBA: 

/opt/fcms/bin/fcmsutil /dev/fcdX  

where X is the instance number of the Fibre Channel HBA and can be obtained from the “ioscan-kfnC fc” 
command on the host: 
# ioscan -kfnC fc 
Class     I  H/W Path     Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
=================================================================== 
fc        0  0/2/0/0/0/0  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP AH401A 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel Adapter 
(FC Port 1) 
   /dev/fcd0 
fc        1  0/2/0/0/0/1  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP AH401A 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel Adapter 
(FC Port 2) 
   /dev/fcd1 

 

http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-hpvm-docs
http://www.hp.com/go/integrityvm
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The output to fcmsutil is in Figure 2, below. 

 
Figure 2. Using fcmsutil to determine whether NPIV is supported. 

# /opt/fcms/bin/fcmsutil /dev/fcd0 
 
                           Vendor ID is = 0x1077 
                           Device ID is = 0x2532 
            PCI Sub-system Vendor ID is = 0x103C 
                   PCI Sub-system ID is = 0x3263 
                               PCI Mode = PCI Express x8 
                       ISP Code version = 5.4.0 
                       ISP Chip version = 2 
                               Topology = PTTOPT_FABRIC 
                             Link Speed = 4Gb 
                     Local N_Port_id is = 0x010800 
                  Previous N_Port_id is = None 
            N_Port Node World Wide Name = 0x5001438002344785 
            N_Port Port World Wide Name = 0x5001438002344784 
            Switch Port World Wide Name = 0x200800051e0351f4 
            Switch Node World Wide Name = 0x100000051e0351f4 
              N_Port Symbolic Port Name = pinki3_fcd0 
              N_Port Symbolic Node Name = pinki3_HP-UX_B.11.31 
                           Driver state = ONLINE 
                       Hardware Path is = 0/2/0/0/0/0 
                     Maximum Frame Size = 2048 
         Driver-Firmware Dump Available = NO 
         Driver-Firmware Dump Timestamp = N/A 
                                   TYPE = PFC 
                         NPIV Supported = YES 
                         Driver Version = @(#) fcd B.11.31.1103 Aug  2 2010 

 
If NPIV is supported, running the command again with the new “npiv_info” option provides information about all the 
running virtual HBAs currently associated with this physical HBA. 

 
Figure 3. Using fcmsutil {HBA} npiv_info to determine whether NPIV is supported. 

# /opt/fcms/bin/fcmsutil /dev/fcd0 npiv_info 
PFC Hardware Path              = 0/0/0/5/0/0/0 
PFC DSF                        = /dev/fcd0 
PFC Class Instance             = 0 
PFC Driver state               = ONLINE 
PFC Port WWN                   = 0x5001438001459910 
PFC Node WWN                   = 0x5001438001459911 
PFC Switch Port WWN            = 0x201400051ef06bd3 
PFC Switch Node WWN            = 0x100000051ef06bd3 
 
FlexFC Virtual Fibre Channel (VFC) 
---------------------------------- 
Maximum Supported FlexFC VFC   = 16 
Number Active FlexFC VFC       = 0 
 
HPVM Virtual Fibre Channel (VFC) 
---------------------------------- 
Maximum Supported HPVM VFC     = 8 
Number Active HPVM VFC         = 1 
 
The following provides the list of VFC(s) associated with this PFC: 
 
Type                           = HPVM VFC 
VFC Index                      = 17 
VFC Guest ID                   = 0x4 
VFC Port WWN                   = 0x50014c2000000007 
VFC Node WWN                   = 0x50014c2800000023 
VFC Driver state               = ONLINE 
VFC DSF                        = /dev/fcd6 
VFC Class Instance             = 6 
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Limits and limitations 
This section captures the various limits that currently apply to the NPIV feature and the few restrictions associated with 
it. These restrictions may be removed in future releases. 

Table 1. NPIV Limits 

Description Supported Limits 

vHBAs (NPIV HBAs) per VM 8 

Number of vHBAs per physical HBA 8 

Number of paths per NPIV LUN 8 

Number of LUNs per vHBA 2048 

Number of NPIV LUNs per VM 2048 

 

Additional caveats 
• LUNs should be presented either as NPIV storage or as legacy AVIO storage, but not both. 

When a VM is configured with a vHBA, the administrator should make sure that the VM does not see the same set 
of LUNs through a legacy AVIO adapter. Doing so may result in data corruptions because the I/O stack in the VM 
may not identify these two instances as the same LUN. 

Example: Host H1 has a physical adapter FC1. A VM V1 is created on H1 and is assigned a vHBA called vFC1. 
Suppose there is a set of LUNs A, B, and C that is visible to the VM through the vHBA and to the host through the 
physical adapter FC1, it is not recommended that the LUNs A, B and C be assigned to V1 as legacy AVIO 
devices.  

NOTE:  
It is recommended that LUNs assigned to VMs through vHBAs not be presented 
to the host. 

• NPIV HBAs cannot be added or deleted from a running VM. 

• There is no support for legacy device special files. 
Legacy device special files are not supported for NPIV LUNs. In order to get ioscan to list the LUNs and their 
associated agile DSFs in a VM that is connected via NPIV, use “-nN” on the command line (see Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4. Listing LUNs attached through an NPIV HBA 

# ioscan –knNfC disk 
Class     I  H/W Path  Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
=================================================================== 
disk      3  64000/0xfa00/0x1  esdisk   CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP      Virtual Disk 
                      /dev/disk/disk3     /dev/disk/disk3_p2    /dev/rdisk/disk3     /dev/rdisk/disk3_p2 
                      /dev/disk/disk3_p1  /dev/disk/disk3_p3    /dev/rdisk/disk3_p1  /dev/rdisk/disk3_p3 
disk      4  64000/0xfa00/0xf  esdisk   CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP      HSV300 
                      /dev/disk/disk4      /dev/disk/disk4_p2   /dev/rdisk/disk4     /dev/rdisk/disk4_p2 

                        /dev/disk/disk4_p1   /dev/disk/disk4_p3   /dev/rdisk/disk4_p1  /dev/rdisk/disk4_p3 
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Virtual World Wide Name Management 

Using GUID Manager to automatically allocate World Wide Names 
HP recommends installing the GUID Manager product (GUIDMgr), and allowing it to handle WWNs for you 
automatically. GUID Manager is available for download at www.software.hp.com (enter “GUIDMgr” in the search 
box). The GUIDMgr provides a mechanism to manage unique WWNs so that the same ID is not re-allocated until 
freed. This avoids the possibility of data corruption that arises when the same LUNs are presented to multiple VMs by 
mistake. GUIDMgr is integrated with HP Integrity VM 4.3 January 2012 patch release such that once it is configured, 
administrators may use the commands that they are familiar with (hpvmcreate and hpvmmodify) to interact with the 
GUIDMgr automatically. 

The GUIDMgr product relies on a client/server architecture, and one GUID database server (this is the same as the 
GUIDMgr server) can support multiple hosts. It is also possible to have multiple GUIDMgr servers, but it is strongly 
recommended that each GUID DB server be configured with its own subset of the WWN range that HP has reserved 
for GUIDMgr use. Each server may manage up to 100 unique ranges of WWNs and each range of WWNs may 
contain up to 32K entries. 

Additionally, you should bear the following requirements in mind: 

1. All WWNs on a single SAN must be unique. 

2. All hosts in a “migration cluster” (a group of servers that VMs can migrate between) must be on the same SAN 
and should use the same GUIDMgr server. 

3. All GUIDMgr servers must be running HP-UX 11i v3 September 2008 update or later. 

The range that HP has reserved for NPIV is 0x50014c2000000000 to 0x50014c27ffffffff for Port WWNs and 
0x50014c2800000000 to 0x50014c2fffffffff for Node WWNs. 

For more information about installing, configuring and using GUIDMgr, please see the HP-UX GUID Manager 
Administrator Guide and the GUIDMgr man pages: guid_client_prepare(1M), guidconfig(1M), guidd(1M), 
guiddbutil(1M), guidkeyd(1M), guidmerge(1M), guidmgmt(1M), and guidrecovery(1M). 

Allocating IDs manually or with third-party products 
When manually configuring vHBAs, vWWNs may safely be picked from the range 0x100000110a030000 to 
0x100000110a030fff. This is a total of 4096 WWN, which are not in the range that is handled automatically by 
GUIDMgr (see above). A user may use GUIDMgr for some NPIV HBAs and still manually select from the above range 
for other vHBAs. If this is being done, please note that you can save your manual settings in the GUIDMgr for tracking 
purposes, but the GUIDMgr never assigns a WWN outside the range that HP has reserved. 

http://www.software.hp.com/
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Specifying an NPIV resource 
An NPIV resource is specified for VMs using the following format: 

devicetype:adaptertype:bus,device,vPWWN,vNWWN:storage:device 

Where: 

devicetype: 
This is the virtual device type as seen in the VM. For NPIV this will be “hba” 

adaptertype: 
This is the adapter “type” as seen in the VM. For NPIV, the adaptor type is “avio_stor” 

bus: 
This is PCI bus number for the virtual device and can range from 0 to 7 

device: 
This is PCI slot number for the virtual device and can range from 0 to 7 

vPWWN: 
A valid (64 bit), unique virtual Port World Wide Name, that will be assigned to the NPIV HBA. This is analogous 
to the unique PWWN that is associated with physical FC HBA. 

vNWWN: 
A valid (64 bit), unique virtual Node World Wide Name, that will be assigned to the NPIV HBA. This is 
analogous to the unique NWWN that is associated with physical FC HBA. 

storage: 
This is the physical storage type on the host. For NPIV, this is “npiv” 

device: 
This is the physical device in the host corresponding to the virtual device. For NPIV, this would correspond to the 
device special file for the physical port on which the virtual NPIV instance will be created (/dev/fcdN). 

Example: A resource specification to create a vHBA over the physical HBA corresponding to the FCD instance 
/dev/fcd0, using a port WWN of 0x50060b00006499a8 and a node WWN of 0x50060b00006499a9 
(manually entered values are generally arrived at by consulting with the storage administrator): 

hba:avio_stor:1,1,0x50060b00006499a8,0x50060b00006499a9:npiv:/dev/fcd0 

Just as for legacy-shared (AVIO) devices, a specification of a vHBA may also skip the bus and the slot numbers in the 
resource string; the host picks the next available bus and slot number for the vHBA. The vWWN cannot be skipped, 
unless you have the GUID Management Services installed and configured (guidmgmt(1M), recommended). In that 
case, HP recommends allowing GUIDMgr to allocate and reserve the vWWN for you. 

Example: A resource specification to create the same vHBA specified in the previous example, but letting the system 
pick the bus, device, and vWWN numbers: 

hba:avio_stor::npiv:/dev/fcd0 

NOTE:  
You can’t add an NPIV resource to bus 0, device 3 (reserved).  
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Configuring an NPIV HBA with HP Integrity VM commands 

hpvmcreate / hpvmmodify—to add an NPIV resource 
An NPIV HBA resource can be specified using hpvmcreate when the VM is being created or using hpvmmodify after 
VM creation. The resource string format presented in the Specifying an NPIV resource section (above) should be used 
to specify the vHBA. 

Example: To create a guest, “Guest1”, with four virtual CPUs and a vHBA on /dev/fcd0 using the default bus and 
device values, and allowing GUIDMgr to select the virtual WWNs: 

hpvmcreate –P Guest1 –c 4 -a hba:avio_stor::npiv:/dev/fcd0 

Example: To add a vHBA on /dev/fcd1 to bus 1, address 5 on the guest “Guest1” using a virtual PWWN of 
0x50060b00006499a8 and a virtual NWWN of 0x50060b00006499a9: 

hpvmmodify –P Guest1 \ 

-a hba:avio_stor:1,5,0x50060b00006499a8,0x50060b00006499a9:npiv:/dev/fcd1 

NOTE: 
For this operation to take effect, the VM has to be restarted. Also, the 
hpvmmodify command cannot be used to change any attribute of the NPIV HBA 
once it is created. The vHBA must be deleted and then recreated with the new 
attributes. 

hpvmstatus 
The hpvmstatus output now includes the NPIV HBA for guests that have it configured. All other hpvmstatus output 
remains unchanged.  

For example, the following status output will be shown when the command hpvmstatus –P guest1 –d is run: 

# hpvmstatus -P guest1 -d 
[Virtual Machine Devices] 

[Storage Interface Details] 
disk:avio_stor:0,0,0:avio_stor:/dev/rdisk/disk31 
disk:avio_stor:0,0,1:lv:/dev/vg_on_host/rlvol3 
hba:avio_stor:0,4,0x50014C20000000B4,0x50014C2800000043:npiv:/dev/fcd1 
hba:avio_stor:1,3,0x50014C20000000BA,0x50014C2800000049:npiv:/dev/fcd0 

[Network Interface Details] 
network:avio_lan:0,1,0xF2AF8F8647BF:vswitch:vswitch1:portid:1 
network:avio_lan:0,5,0x569FC1F96205:vswitch:vswitch1:portid:3 

[Misc Interface Details] 
serial:com1::tty:console 
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hpvmdevmgmt 
The hpvmdevmgmt command now lists NPIV resources as well as all the information that was previously displayed. 

Example: The hpvmdevmgmt command run from the host, on which Guest1 was created, displays the following 
output. 

localnet:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=SWITCH,SHARE=YES::WWID_NULL 
lan1:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=NIC,SHARE=NO:LSM_VS:WWID_NULL 
lan0:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=NIC,SHARE=NO:vswitch1:WWID_NULL 
vswitch1:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=SWITCH,SHARE=YES:guest1:WWID_NULL 
/dev/rdisk/disk31:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=DISK,SHARE=NO:guest1:0x01.0x00.0x03.0x500000e01
4747800 
LSM_VS:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=SWITCH,SHARE=YES::WWID_NULL 
/dev/vg_on_host/rlvol3:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,DEVTYPE=LV,SHARE=NO:guest1:HPVM_LVOL_TYPE1_0x01.0x
00.0x03.0x500000e0145d0720$$2$$/dev/vg_on_host/rlvol3 
/dev/fcd0:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,SHARE=YES,DEVTYPE=HBA:vwwn_0x50060b00006499a8:WWID_NULL 
0x50060b00006499a8:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,SHARE=NO,DEVTYPE=NPIV,AGILE_DSF=/dev/fcd0:guest1:WWID_
NULL 
/dev/fcd1:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,SHARE=YES,DEVTYPE=HBA:vwwn_0x50060b00006499b9:WWID_NULL 
0x50060b00006499b9:CONFIG=gdev,EXIST=YES,SHARE=NO,DEVTYPE=NPIV,AGILE_DSF=/dev/fcd1:guest1:WWID_
NULL 

NOTE:  
The WWN associated with a vHBA cannot be marked as a shared resource 
using the hpvmdevmgmt command. 

hpvmmodify—to delete an NPIV resource 
The hpvmmodify command is also used to delete a NPIV HBA from a guest.  

Example: 

hpvmmodify -P guest1 -d hba:avio_stor:0,4,0x50014C20000000B4,0x50014C2800000043:npiv:/dev/fcd1 

NOTE:  
For this operation to take effect, the guest has to be restarted. 

hpvmdevinfo—show VM to host device mapping 
The hpvmdevinfo command now lists NPIV resources as well as all the information that was previously displayed: 
# hpvmdevinfo 
Virtual Machine Name  Device Type  Bus,Device,Target  Backing Store Type  Host Device Name  Virtual Machine Device Name 
====================  ===========  =================  ==================  ================  =========================== 
VM0001                hba          [0,4]              npiv                /dev/fcd1         /dev/gvsd3 
VM0002                disk         [0,1,0]            lv                  /dev/vg_vms/rlv_vp1   /dev/rdisk/disk3 
VM0002                dvd          [0,1,1]            file                /var/dvd/dvd.iso  /dev/rdisk/disk2 
VM0002                hba          [0,2]              npiv                /dev/fcd1         /dev/gvsd2 
VM0002                hba          [0,4]              npiv                /dev/fcd1         /dev/gvsd3 
VM0003                hba          [0,0]              npiv                /dev/fcd1         /dev/gvsd2 
VM0004                disk         [0,0,0]            lv                  /dev/vg_vms/rlv_vp2   /dev/rdisk/disk4 
VM0004                hba          [0,1]              npiv                /dev/fcd0         /dev/gvsd2 
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Setting up a VM to use NPIV HBAs 
This section describes how to arrange for the provisioning and management of vHBAs. 

Configuring storage for a VM with vHBAs 
Storage can be provisioned for a VM with a vHBA either before or after it starts up. In both cases, the VM boots successfully 
if it has a non-NPIV boot disk configured. If it doesn’t have a boot disk yet, then the VM halts at EFI. 
Once a VM starts, the virtual port instance corresponding to the vHBA(s) assigned to it logs into the FC fabric to which 
the physical HBA is connected. The port WWN assigned to the vHBA can be obtained using the hpvmstatus command 
on the host. Once the port WWN has been noted, the server administrator should work with the storage administrator to 
get the required storage provisioned and present the LUNs to the port WWN corresponding to the vHBA.  

Note: 
The steps for storage provisioning are exactly the same as those used for a standalone 
system, except that in this case, the HBA and the WWN involved are virtual in nature. 

 
Figure 5. Determining an NPIV HBA’s WWN 

# hpvmstatus -P Guest1 -L 
[Virtual Machine Details] 
Virtual Machine Name VM #  OS Type State 
==================== ===== ======= ======== 
Guest1                   2 HPUX    On (OS) 

[Runnable Status Details] 
Runnable status         : Runnable 

[Remote Console] 
Remote Console Ip Address:      192.92.53.14 
Remote Console Net Mask:        255.255.252.0 

[Authorized Administrators] 
Oper Groups             : 
Admin Groups            : 
Oper Users              : 
Admin Users             : 

[Virtual CPU Details] 
#vCPUs Ent Min Ent Max 
====== ======= ======= 
     1   10.0%   20.0% 

[Memory Details] 
Total    Reserved 
Memory   Memory 
=======  ======== 
3000 MB     64 MB 

[Dynamic Memory Information] 
    NOTE: Dynamic data unavailable, configured values only 
Minimum     Target      Memory      Maximum 
Memory      Memory      Entitlement Memory 
=========== =========== =========== =========== 
   512 MB     3000 MB          -      3000 MB 
 
[Storage Interface Details] 
Guest                                  Physical 
Device  Adapter    Bus Dev Ftn Tgt Lun Storage   Device 
======= ========== === === === === === ========= ========================= 
hba     avio_stor    0   4             npiv      /dev/fcd1-0x50014C2000000002,0x50014C2800000000 
 
[Network Interface Details] 
Interface Adapter    Name/Num   PortNum Bus Dev Ftn Mac Address 
========= ========== ========== ======= === === === ================= 
vswitch   avio_lan   sitelan    2         0   1   0 b2-8c-71-e0-a5-7b 
 
[Misc Interface Details] 
Guest                                  Physical 
Device  Adapter    Bus Dev Ftn Tgt Lun Storage   Device 
======= ========== === === === === === ========= ========================= 
serial  com1                           tty       console 

The vWWNs are highlighted in the output. These vWWNs can be used for LUN masking or fabric zoning. 
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Identifying vHBAs and LUNs in a VM  
The ioscan command, when run in a virtual environment, can be used to identify the NPIV HBA from the set of HBAs 
seen in the VM: 
# ioscan -kfNd gvsd 
Class     I  H/W Path  Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
================================================================== 
ext_bus   0  0/0/0/0   gvsd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HPVM AVIO Stor Adapter 
ext_bus   1  0/0/4/0   gvsd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HPVM NPIV Stor Adapter 
ext_bus   4  0/1/3/0   gvsd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HPVM NPIV Stor Adapter 

 

Note that the ioscan output listing of targets and LUNs on the vHBA in the VM is the same as a listing of SAN LUNs 
on a standalone system (other than the driver used to access the device): 
# ioscan -kfNH 0/0/4/0 
Class     I  H/W Path  Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
================================================================== 
ext_bus   1  0/0/4/0   gvsd    CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HPVM NPIV Stor Adapter 
tgtpath   3  0/0/4/0.0x207000c0ffda0287                     estp    CLAIMED     TGT_PATH     Virtual Storage  
HBA target served by gvsd driver, target port id 0x105ef 
lunpath   5  0/0/4/0.0x207000c0ffda0287.0x0                 eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for ctl1 
lunpath   8  0/0/4/0.0x207000c0ffda0287.0x4001000000000000  eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for disk7 
lunpath   9  0/0/4/0.0x207000c0ffda0287.0x401d000000000000  eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for disk8 
tgtpath   4  0/0/4/0.0x247000c0ffda0287                     estp    CLAIMED     TGT_PATH     Virtual Storage  
HBA target served by gvsd driver, target port id 0x104ef 
lunpath   6  0/0/4/0.0x247000c0ffda0287.0x0                 eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for ctl2 
lunpath  11  0/0/4/0.0x247000c0ffda0287.0x4001000000000000  eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for disk7 
lunpath  12  0/0/4/0.0x247000c0ffda0287.0x401d000000000000  eslpt   CLAIMED     LUN_PATH     LUN path for disk8 
 

Identifying the VFC Controller’s creation in a virtual environment  
If a VM with NPIV is not started, no VFC controllers are shown in the “ioscan –kfnNd fcd” output on the host.  

Below is an example where the VM is down as shown by hpvmstatus command and the output of “ioscan –kfnNd 
fcd” on the host. 
# hpvmstatus 
[Virtual Machines] 
Virtual Machine Name VM #  OS Type State     #VCPUs #Devs #Nets Memory  RHost 
==================== ====  ======= ========= ====== ===== ===== ======= ===== 
V1                      1  HPUX    Off            1     1     1    3 GB     - 
V2                      2  HPUX    Off            1     1     1    2 GB     - 
V3                      3  HPUX    Off            2     2     1    3 GB     - 
V4                      4  HPUX    Off            1     1     1    2 GB     - 
 
# ioscan -kfnNd fcd 
Class     I  H/W Path       Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
===================================================================== 
fc        0  0/0/0/8/0/0/0  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP 451871-B21 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel 
Mezzanine (FC Port 1) 
                           /dev/fcd0 
fc        1  0/0/0/8/0/0/1  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP 451871-B21 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel 
Mezzanine (FC Port 2) 
                           /dev/fcd1 

If a VM with an NPIV entry is started, one can identify if the VFC is created on the host (as shown below): 
# hpvmstatus 
[Virtual Machines] 
Virtual Machine Name VM #  OS Type State     #VCPUs #Devs #Nets Memory  RHost 
==================== ====  ======= ========= ====== ===== ===== ======= ===== 
V1                      1  HPUX    On (OS)        1     1     1    3 GB     - 
V2                      2  HPUX    Off            1     1     1    2 GB     - 
V3                      3  HPUX    Off            2     2     1    3 GB     - 
V4                      4  HPUX    Off            1     1     1    2 GB     - 
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Since only V1 is on, and it has only one vHBA, there is only 1 VFC: 
# ioscan -kfnNd fcd  
Class     I  H/W Path       Driver S/W State   H/W Type     Description 
===================================================================== 
fc        0  0/0/0/5/0/0/0  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP 451871-B21 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel 
Mezzanine (FC Port 1) 
                           /dev/fcd0 
fc        1  0/0/0/5/0/0/1  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP 451871-B21 8Gb Dual Port PCIe Fibre Channel 
Mezzanine (FC Port 2) 
                           /dev/fcd1 
fc        2  0/0/0/5/0/0/1.0x11  fcd   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HPVM Virtual FC (VFC) Controller 
                           /dev/fcd2 

The line above in bold shows that /dev/fcd2 is the VFC controller and is created under the Physical Fibre Channel 
HBA /dev/fcd1. In other words, the vHBA was created with /dev/fcd1 serving as the backing physical device. 
(Please note the difference in the descriptions of the two controllers.)  

Accessing the NPIV LUNs from EFI 
Once LUNs are presented to the vHBA, the administrator can choose to install the HP-UX OS image on a NPIV LUN. 
If you run Ignite-UX at this time, the installation application will see the LUNs and make them visible to EFI. 

If you are mounting a disk that has been pre-installed, or if you have problems seeing your LUN, then follow these 
steps: 

1. Once the VM boot process reaches the EFI shell, issue the command: 

 

Shell> drvcfg –s 
HP AVIO Stor Driver Configuration 
================================== 
Warning: Enumerating all SCSI or FC LUNs increases initialization times. 
 
Enumerate all SCSI LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: N 
 
Enumerate all FC LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: Y 
 
Answer the last question “Y” to ensure that EFI can map the NPIV LUNs. 

2. Reset the VM (Shell> reset) in order to make the changes active. 

3. Run the devices command to get a listing of all of the LUNs available. 

4. Identify the NPIV LUN by looking for the following format: 
Acpi(PNP0A03,0)/Pci(4|0)/Fibre(WWN207000C0FFDA0287,Lun4001000000000000)/HD(Part3,Sig5CA3A696
-E349-11DF-8000-D6217B60E588) 

5. At this point, you may boot from the NPIV LUN, just as you would from any disk (“fsN:” or “blkN:” followed by 
“hpux”). 

These steps are not necessary to access LUNs from a booted OS (including the Ignite-UX screens). The HP-UX and 
install kernels do their own scan of the available I/O resources. 
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Migrating VMs with NPIV HBAs 
Starting with the version 4.3, January 2012 patch release, HP Integrity VM supports the migration of VMs that include 
NPIV HBAs. This includes both online and offline migration. 

The requirements for migrating a VM are unchanged from previous releases. All resources used by the VM must be 
available on both the source and target host. 

If the VM includes NPIV HBAs (vHBAs), then the target host must have a physical Fibre Channel HBA (PFC) to create 
the vHBA on, such as “/dev/fcd0”. One important requirement is that after migration, the VM's vHBA must see the 
same Fibre Channel (FC) target paths as before migration. Which FC targets are visible to a vHBA depends on the 
zoning settings of the FC switch.  

Therefore, hpvmmigrate will choose the target host physical Fibre Channel (PFC) port based on the following: 

• The PFC on the target host must support NPIV. 

• The PFC must have available NPIV entries (see Limits and Limitations, above). 

• The PFCs on both the source and target host must be connected to the same Fibre Channel switch. 

• The FC switch must use World-Wide-Name (WWN) based zoning, as opposed to Port zoning. 

If both the source and target are connected to the same FC switch, and the FC switch uses World-Wide-Name 
(WWN) based zoning, then the vHBA is guaranteed to see the same FC targets as before. This is because the 
vHBA’s virtual Port WWN remains the same after migration. 

To see which FC switch a PFC is connected to, use the fcmsutil command, and look for the Switch Node World Wide 
Name value: 

# fcmsutil /dev/fcd0 

            Switch Port World Wide Name = 0x200800051e0351f4 
            Switch Node World Wide Name = 0x100000051e0351f4 

The command line interface for migrating VMs is still the same for those that include NPIV HBAs. The hpvmmigrate 
command is used to perform both online and offline migration. 

To migrate an offline guest VM1 from host HostA to host HostB, run the command: 

# hpvmmigrate -P VM1 -h HostB 

To perform online migration, use the -o option: 

# hpvmmigrate -o -P VM1 -h HostB 

If hpvmmigrate cannot find a matching PFC on the target host, it prints an error message stating that the NPIV device 
has no match: 

hpvmmigrate: ERROR (VM1): Remote message:  

Device 0x50D1438FF62CBCD8,0x50D1438FF62CBCD9 has no match on this HPVM server. 

If hpvmmigrate finds multiple matching PFCs on the target host, it chooses the PFC with the least number of HPVM 
NPIV entries, in order to balance the NPIV HBAs evenly among the PFCs. 

There are some limitations to this approach. If a VM uses two NPIV HBAs for multipathing the same LUNs, after 
migration there is no guarantee that the NPIV HBAs will be on separate PFCs. They could end up configured on two 
ports of the same PFC. 
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Known issues 
1. With the default driver configuration, typical virtual environment O/S installations have their boot storage LUNs 

enumerated and configured in EFI to provide for quicker VM startup times. However, the default driver 
configuration may not map all the NPIV devices. To overcome this, once the VM boot process reaches the EFI 
shell, issue the command: 
 
Shell> drvcfg –s 
HP AVIO Stor Driver Configuration 
================================== 
Warning: Enumerating all SCSI or FC LUNs increases initialization times. 
 
Enumerate all SCSI LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: N 
 
Enumerate all FC LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: Y 

Answer the last question “Y” to ensure that EFI can map the NPIV LUNs. You will also have to issue the reset 
command to make the change active. 

2. If there are a large number of LUNs configured for the vHBA, entering the VM EFI shell could be slow. This issue 
can be overcome, by setting the “Enumerate all LUNs” options to “N”: 

Shell> drvcfg –s 
HP AVIO Stor Driver Configuration 
================================== 
Warning: Enumerating all SCSI or FC LUNs increases initialization times. 
 
Enumerate all SCSI LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: N 
 
Enumerate all FC LUNs (Y/N)? [current setting: N]: N 

Note that doing this causes EFI to not “see” any devices that have not been configured as boot devices in the EFI 
boot manager even if those devices have boot partitions.  

3. If the zoning/presentation of LUNs has any errors, the following messages are displayed at the VM’s EFI when the 
VM is booted, regardless of whether there is visible storage for the VM: 

VsdIportInfo: IportInfo error 0x8000000000000006 on HBA 0x28000000000000 
VsdDriverBindingStart: Exiting with 0x8000000000000006. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - Live Console - - - - - - - - - - - - 
VsdIssueIocbRequest: ComplQProducerIndex=0x0, ComplQConsumerIndex=0x0. 
    vsd_iocb_hdr_t vch_iocb_hdr = { 
      uint16_t  iocb_index      = 0x0 
      uint16_t  next_iocb_index = 0xFFFF 
      uint16_t  num_iocbs       = 0x1 
      uint16_t  reserved        = (omitted) 
      uint64_t  guest_context   = 0x0 
      uint32_t  iocb_type       = 0x6 
      uint32_t  iocb_status     = 0x0 
    } 
  } 
VsdIssueIocbRequest: The IOCB has not been processed within 60 seconds. 
VsdIportInfo: IportInfo error 0x8000000000000006 on HBA 0x8020000000000 
VsdDriverBindingStart: Exiting with 0x8000000000000006. 
VsdIportInfo: IportInfo error 0x8000000000000006 on HBA 0x28000000000000 
VsdDriverBindingStart: Exiting with 0x8000000000000006. 
VsdIportInfo: IportInfo error 0x8000000000000006 on HBA 0x8020000000000 
VsdDriverBindingStart: Exiting with 0x8000000000000006. 

The message, “The IOCB has not been processed within 60 seconds,” occurs because the hvsd (host AVIO 
storage driver) is still waiting for the NPIV probe to complete. 

During boot, the host creates the NPIV HBAs and does a Fibre Channel probe on each of them to find the FC 
targets and LUNs. This probe can take a long time (100 seconds) if there are any unresponsive FC targets. The 
fcd driver will timeout after 20 seconds, and retry up to 5 times before giving up (20 * 5 = 100 seconds). 

The fix is to remove the unresponsive FC target from the FC zone. 
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Actions: 

You need to give your SAN administrator: 

• The port WWN of the NPIV HBAs where the probe takes too long 

• The list of FC target WWNs that are responsive and that should be presented to the NPIV HBA 

• The list of FC target WWNs that are not responsive and that should not be presented to the NPIV HBA 

With that information, the SAN Administrator should be able to modify FC switch zoning so that the unresponsive FC 
targets are no longer presented to the NPIV HBA. 

– Get the port WWN of the NPIV HBAs where the probe takes too long. 
# hpvmstatus -P guest1 | grep npiv 
hba     avio_stor    0   2   npiv   /dev/fcd1-0x5001438FF62CBCD8,0x5001438FF62CBCD9 
hba     avio_stor    0   4   npiv   /dev/fcd2-0x5001438FF62CBCE0,0x5001438FF62CBCE1 

See how long it takes to probe each FC card, using ms_scan_time 
# fcmsutil /dev/fcd1 | grep Hardware 
   Hardware Path is = 44/0/0/2/0/0/0 

# fcmsutil /dev/fcd2 | grep Hardware 
   Hardware Path is = 44/0/0/2/0/0/1 

# ioscan -P ms_scan_time -C fc -H 44/0/0/2/0/0/0 
Class     I  H/W Path        ms_scan_time 
===================================== 
fc        1  44/0/0/2/0/0/0  2 min 8 sec 274 ms 
# ioscan -P ms_scan_time -C fc -H 44/0/0/2/0/0/1 
Class     I  H/W Path        ms_scan_time 
===================================== 
fc        2  44/0/0/2/0/0/1  0 min 7 sec 1 ms 

In the output above, it takes two minutes to probe /dev/fcd1, and seven seconds to probe /dev/fcd2. Thus, 
NPIV 0x5001438FF62CBCD8 is causing the problem here. 

– Determine the responsive FC targets 

To determine the responsive FC targets, see the ioscan output of the physical FC card. 
# fcmsutil /dev/fcd1 | grep Hardware 
   Hardware Path is = 44/0/0/2/0/0/0 

# ioscan -kNH 44/0/0/2/0/0/0 | grep tgtpath  
44/0/0/2/0/0/0.0x50001fe100271408    tgtpath   target port id 0x2c0100 
44/0/0/2/0/0/0.0x50001fe10027140c    tgtpath   target port id 0x2c0500 
44/0/0/2/0/0/0.0x50001fe15000f118    tgtpath   target port id 0x2c0300 
44/0/0/2/0/0/0.0x50001fe15000f11c    tgtpath   target port id 0x2c0e00 

The hex number at the end of the hardware path (0x50001fe100271408) is the WWN of the responsive 
FC target. 

– Determine the unresponsive FC targets 

This step may not be necessary. It should be sufficient for the zone to only present the responsive FC targets 
(above). 
If you wish to determine which FC targets are unresponsive, you can use ns_query_ports on the physical HBA. 
This outputs all the WWNs that are visible to the FC card: 
# fcmsutil /dev/fcd1 ns_query_ports 
The following is the list of nport ids and their WWPNs: 
  1. 2c0100     0x50001fe100271408 
  2. 2c0206     0x5001438001454b10 
  3. 2c0202     0x500143800145f0dc 
  4. 2c0204     0x500143800145f0cc 
  5. 2c0207     0x500143800145f044 
  6. 2c0300     0x50001fe15000f118 
  7. 2c0500     0x50001fe10027140c 
  8. 2c0e00     0x50001fe15000f11c 

You then have to manually take the difference between the ioscan tgtpath output, and the ns_query_ports output. 
The WWNs that don't show up in the ioscan output are the “unresponsive” FC targets. 

– Modify the FC switch zone settings to remove the unresponsive targets 
The SAN administrator should be able to do this with the information collected above. 
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4. Sometimes, a virtual HBA will be stuck in the “INITIALIZING” state. One reason is if the same NPIV WWN is 
assigned to VMs on different hosts connected to the same Fibre Channel switch, only the first NPIV HBA will be 
online. All the other virtual HBAs with the same WWN will be stuck in the “INITIALIZING” state. This is because 
when you start the VM, it will create a vHBA with the port and node WWNs specified when the VM was created 
or modified. The initial state will be “INITIALIZING”. While it is in this state, the NPIV HBA will attempt to login to 
the FC switch. If the login succeeds, the state will change to “ONLINE”. If another NPIV HBA has already logged 
in with the same port WWN, the switch will deny this login and the NPIV HBA will remain in the INITIALIZING 
state and no LUNs will be discovered. 

To fix this problem (assuming that it is caused by duplicate WWNs, rather than other configuration issues), shut down 
the VM and determine which hosts are using the offending WWN. In a single FC switch configuration, the WWN can 
be determined by running fcmsutil on the host on the physical FC port(s) associated with the bad NPIV HBA: 

# /opt/fcms/bin/fcmsutil /dev/fcd0 npiv_info 
PFC Hardware Path              = 0/0/0/5/0/0/0 
PFC DSF                        = /dev/fcd0 
PFC Class Instance             = 0 
PFC Driver state               = ONLINE 
PFC Port WWN                   = 0x5001438001459910 
PFC Node WWN                   = 0x5001438001459911 
PFC Switch Port WWN            = 0x201400051ef06bd3 
PFC Switch Node WWN            = 0x100000051ef06bd3 
 
FlexFC Virtual Fibre Channel (VFC) 
---------------------------------- 
Maximum Supported FlexFC VFC   = 16 
Number Active FlexFC VFC       = 0 
 
HPVM Virtual Fibre Channel (VFC) 
---------------------------------- 
Maximum Supported HPVM VFC     = 16 

Number Active HPVM VFC         = 2 

The following provides the list of VFC(s) associated with this PFC: 

Type                           = HPVM VFC 
VFC Index                      = 17 
VFC Guest ID                   = 0x2 
VFC Port WWN                   = 0x50014c2000000002 
VFC Node WWN                   = 0x50014c2800000002 
VFC Driver state               = INITIALIZING 
VFC DSF                        = /dev/fcd2 
VFC Class Instance             = 2 
 
Type                           = HPVM VFC 
VFC Index                      = 18 
VFC Guest ID                   = 0x3 
VFC Port WWN                   = 0x50014c2000000007 
VFC Node WWN                   = 0x50014c2800000007 
VFC Driver state               = ONLINE 
VFC DSF                        = /dev/fcd3 
VFC Class Instance             = 3 

In this output, the overused port WWN is 0x50014c2000000002. Then, on the other hosts connected to the same 
FC switch, run the same fcmsutil command until you find the same value. The vPar number, seen in the ”VFC Guest 
ID“ field, is 2 (the value is displayed in hexadecimal). Once that has been done, determine which host needs to 
modify a virtual environment by deleting the existing NPIV HBA and creating a new one with an unused WWN. 

 



 

 

Conclusion 
With HP Integrity VM's NPIV feature, VMs can now directly address more storage, as well as run applications that 
need direct access or control of LUNs. NPIV also improves security since the LUNs are directly assigned to, and 
accessible only by the target VM, so the host or other VMs cannot access the data. NPIV guests can also utilize the 
full HP-UX multipathing capability, improving the overall availability of the storage. 

In short, NPIV improves the scalability, security, and availability of storage connected to the HP Integrity Virtual 
Machines guests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get a more in-depth overview of N-Port ID Virtualization by visiting, ww w.hp.com/go/integrityvm. 
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